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Status
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Error message about existing aliases on several Doc pages

Version
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Needs discussion
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Rating

Description
New feature about duplicate alias;
ENH Display error in wiki pages with duplicates alias links

Page https://doc.tiki.org/Tracker+Synchronization show multiple errors.

×

Error
Alias Tracker Sync link already present in 트래커 동기화 page(s)
Alias TrackerSync link already present in 트래커 동기화 page(s)
Alias TrackerS15n link already present in 트래커 동기화 page(s)
Alias Tracker S15n link already present in 트래커 동기화 page(s)
Alias S15n link already present in 트래커 동기화 page(s)

Also on: https://doc.tiki.org/Dynamic%20items%20list

Also on: https://doc.tiki.org/Requirements#PHP
Alias Requirements and Setup link already present in Anforderungen, 요구 사항 page(s)
Alias Requirement link already present in Anforderungen, 요구 사항 page(s)

Solution
Rename the title of the alert box to Warning instead of Error?

Agree, the message need to be soften (warning) and be more usable by telling what to do. (should be a single alias, please delete duplicate...)

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
6935

Created
Monday 19 November, 2018 07:37:49 GMT-0000

LastModif
Thursday 22 November, 2018 08:10:04 GMT-0000

Comments

luciahs d' being ♂ 19 Nov 18 09:45 GMT-0000

It is the new feature. IMHO it shouldn't say "Error" but "Warning" in the title. To make it go away the mentioned pages should be edited to not contain the same alias(es).

Edit: added to https://doc.tiki.org/Tiki19?latest=1&no_bl=y#Page_Alias

luciahs d' being ♂ 22 Nov 18 07:07 GMT-0000

The problem is I realize that you cannot simply click the mentioned page links and then edit them as the alias returns you to the one where the warning message is shown. Better would be if the links went directly to tiki-editpage.php?page=트래커 등 기화?
I went on https://doc.tiki.org/Requirements#PHP where it shows:
Alias Requirements and Setup link already present in Anforderungen, 요청 사항 page(s)
Alias Requirement link already present in Anforderungen, 요청 사항 page(s)

Two other Tiki pages have the same Alias. I guess the result of a blind copy paste.

I went at "요구 사항", I tend to think that this is the same page translated and I delete the alias at the bottom. One error cleaned.

I went at "Anforderungen" (German?) that seems to be just a copy of the original page (I couldn’t see my translation).

To my surprise the bottom showed:

Created by system. Last Modification: Thursday 22 November, 2018 09:39:10 IST by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist.

I never wrote or update anything yet on this page. (another bug ?)

I deleted the Alias and now https://doc.tiki.org/Requirements#PHP don’t show the Error message.
I have the feeling we have hundreds of those... 😞

Agree it should show warning and not error.

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6935>Error-message-about-existing-aliases-on-several-Doc-pages